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ABSTRACT
Global technological and demographic changes have

established the need for vocational training and labor force
development. The problems begin in defining the type of training
needed, its effectiveness, how to fund it, and how to ensure benefits
for the trainee, the employer, the national economy, and society.
Four pitfalls to training should be avoided. The first is exclusive
reliance on institutional systems, because the formal educational
system is unable to create the exact conditions of the daily world of
work. The second pitfall is the opposite: trusting only on-the-job or
enterprise training, which restricts workers to training that is too
narrow or employer specific. Third, training is deficient if
restricted to its technical aspect alone. Nontechnical skills such as
adaptability, independence, responsibility, communication ability and
ability to learn how to learn are also necessary. The fourth pitfall
is the lack of access to training programs by small businesses and
independent workers. Collaborations between training institutions and
small businesses, facilitated by public authorities and unions, can
overcome this obstacle. The goal should be training and education
program that combine, often in new ways, training in schools,
training institutions, and enterprises and achieving a balance
between general and specific training. (CML)
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Vocational training: pitfalls to avoid
apid technological change. ever-inten- benefits the person receiving it as well as the

.1Esifying competition, large-scale re-orga- enterprise, the national economy and society
nization: in the turbulence at the end of this as a whole?
century, the world of work and employment The training required is simply that which
is like a tossing ship caught in crossed winds. meets the needs of enterprises and leads to
For the captains of industry as well as the employment for workers.
bosses of small enterprises, the direction to With this in mind, four pitfalls are to be
follow is not always sure, the landmarks avoided, according to the preparatory studies
unreliable, the margins of manoeuvre con- and the conclusions of a European tripartite
fined. meeting* held recently at the ILO in Geneva.

Under such circumstances, more than ever The first would be to rely exclusively on
before there is need for vocational and pro- institutional systems: schools. training cen-
fessional training at all levels: by enterprises. ters, general or specialized teaching establish-
which must have the most qualified workers ments. Such exclusive reliance has never been
available at short notice: by the workers strictly the case in any event, for on-the-job
themselves, who are aware that with Made- training and apprenticeships have always
quate or unadapted qualifications, they will played the part of a "conveyor belt" of
be mercilessly eliminated in the race for jobs. knowledge. especially

Everyone readily agrees with these in the traditional
facts. Governments, employers' and trades.
workers' organizations, human re- The extension
source specialists, all have little of mandatory
trouble convincing public opin- schooling.
ion of the need for increased however,
efforts including financial ant-. tie
ones for improved profes- grovN th of
sional training. theoretical

Whether the issue is to education
prepare entrance into active have led.
economic life, to help work- in certain
ers whose enterprises are in coun-
difficulty, to recycle and re- tries,
classify older workers, to to
promote equal work oppor-
tunity for women in all these
cases training appears to be
the real solution.

The problems begin
when defining more
precisely the type of
training needed.
What are its
goals, its means,
the degree of
its effective-
ness? Who
should pay
for it? How
can it be
assured U.$ DEPARTMENT Of EDUCATION
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a near-total domination of institutional train-
ing for various forms of initial practical
learning. Institutional training systems, it is
alleged, maintain equality of opportunity and
prepare students for professional life, without
assuming a need for earning immediate re-
turn or subjecting the individual to the needs
of industrial production.

Experience has shown, however, that what-
ever its effort to adapt to change and stick
to practical matters, the formal institution is,
by definition, unable to create the exact
conditions of the daily world of work. In a
society in which progress accelerates and
needs change continually, formal training is
always out of step with innovations and actu-
al practical requirements.

The second pitfall to avoid is the oppo-
site: that of trusting only on-the-job or enter-
prise training, leaving to the educational sys-
tem the task of providing basic training of a
general nature.

The danger here is that workc., might be
restricted by a training whit is too specific
and narrow, useful only to the enterprise at a
given time, but harmful to the interests of in-
dividuals and their professional mobility, and
leading to eventual unemployment.

In the 18th century Adam Smith pointed
out that as a result of the division of labor,
workers had lost a great deal of specialized
knowledge. Today, the bureaucratic organiza-
tion of certain enterprises tends to reduce
certain trades to simplified tasks modified to
fit a particular situation. "Skills in a given

context may have no value in another,"
one specialist has observed.

The same author adds: "Increases
in unemployment, particularly in

long-term unemployment, ought
to warn enterprises and force
them to question their own
organizations and the man-
ner in which they privately
train workers in useless
skills."

The third pitfall is a vari-
ation of the second, more
complex and perhaps more
subtle: training, however
broad and however com-
plete. professionally speak-
ing, is deficient if restricted
to its technical aspect alone.
As the conclusions of the

ILO meeting emphasize:
"workers are now expected to
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To our
readers

ith this issue of August 1992 one cycle
VII ends and another is due to begin.

For our next issue, in November, the
present modest publication will be replaced
by a new title: a 24-page magazine of slightly
smaller size, each issue containing a special
series on a current social problem and a
varied selection of articles grouped in reg-
ularly appearing sections.

Why change a formula which has, accord-
ing to the standard phrase, already proven it-
self? Because "the world and the times
change." if the alms of the ILO remain the
same, the context and methods behind its ac-
tivities have greatly evolved. Particularly with
the Incredible expansion of the mass media, It
is not so mut a question today of providing
information with which the world Is now
saturated as of putting it Into perspective. In
other words, of providing rigorous In-depth
analyses and superior understanding of Issues.

Such at least is the goal of the new maga-
zine. Our readers specialists in labor poli-
cies and administration, employers, trade
unionists, university graduates, researchers,
social scientists are by dellnition well-
informed people. We would hope, through
confrontation of new approaches and ideas,
complementary viewpoints and the dialogue
of the social partners, to aid these readers In
designing the features of the future they have
all been called to build.

During the course of next year we will carry
out a survey by questionnaire which will en-
able us to gather opinion and comment con-
cerning the new magazine and also update
our mailing lists.

With the help of all, readers and social
partners within the ILO, we will face the chal-
lenge of change. Thank you most sincerely
for your collaboration in the work ahead.

ILO Information appears in 17 languages.
five times each year. It is published by the
International Labor Office and is not an
official record of the International Labor
Organization. Opinions stated in signed
articles are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Inter-
national Labor Office.
Editor-in-chief: Michel Fromont.
US Editor: Rodger Goodson.
Managing Editor: Kiran Mehra-Kerpelman.
For use of media in any form. For
free prints of all pictures in this bulletin
apply to the International Labor Office,
Washington Branch, 1828 L Street, N.W.,
Suite 801, Washington, D.C. 20036.

ISSN 0379.1734

Orders for ILO publications referred to in
ILO Information may be pieced through
major booksellers, subscription agencies
or ILO local offices, or sent direct so ILO
Publications, International Labor Office,
CH-1211 Geneva 22, Switzerland, fax:
++4122/789 38 94. . _
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possess non-tangible and non-technical skills
or qualities such as 'quality lifestyle,' capacity
to adapt. independence, responsibility and
communication skills ... they are also
expected to acquire the ability to ask ques-
tions and learn how to learn, as qualification
needs change continuously."

The report prepared for the meeting tesr-
fied to the exceptional enterprise training
programs in operation in companies such as
A'. ionics in Europe, Corning Glass in the US,
and Motorola, whose seven million dollar
training budget has become an "educational"
budget of some 120 million dollars. financing
a veritable university and reaching o-- to
more than 1.200 people through( _a the
world.

The fourth pitfall is hidden precisely in
the sizeable training efforts of large compa-
nies: complete. operational, company-wide
training programs which are unavailable to
employees of small enterprises and indepen-
dent workers. It is the responsibility of the
public authorities and the trade unions to
identify and get around this particular prob-
lem.

Small and medium-sized enterprises rarely
have the means to undertake research and

development and have very limited budgets
for training. The ILO report notes that one
way to overcome these obstacles is to bring
training institutions and smaller enterprises
together for collaboration.

Thus, for example, the Ecole Technique de
Saint-Croix in Switzerland sells products and
services to earn income to run its technical
school. In the United Kingdom, more than
1,500 graduates work in the TCS (Teaching
Company Scheme) as salaried associates in
enterprises of all sizes, to which they bring
their knowledge and from which they receive
payment and professional experience. The
Steinbeis Foundation in Germany is another
example of a teaching institution promoting
technical development in medium and small-
scale enterprises.

"Effective solutions for training cannot be
found exclusively in schools, nor in training
institutions or firms," notes the conclusions
of the ILO meeting. "The best prospects are
offered by training and education programs
that combine, often in new ways, training in
schools, training institutions and enterpri-
ses."

The participants also pointed out that the
specific training offered by enterprises is
harmful to the interests of the individual
worker and to the country, because it hinders
workers' mobility and consequently their re-
deployment. The conclusions emphasized
"the essential role of workers' and employers'
organizations," which is to "aid enterprises to
find a balance between general end specific
training."

The impact of technologtcal change on work and training.
ILO. Geneva. 1992. ISBN 92.2- 108114 -I.
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